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Abstract ~ ( 'fw·s{/.i'lllg novel ft'I'I'W/1 or of?ject.1· ji'OIJI sparse, 
complex du1t1 may N'(jldre the resolution ~~l co!?/licting 
11?/hrmutwn .fi'om sensors working at dUJi~renl fillies, /ocafiOIIS, 
and scales, and.fi·om sources \l'lfh d!ffi:re/11 goals and Slflwfions. 
ll?fhrmationjiiSIOII/1/ethods can help resolve inconsistencies, as 
when evidence variousf_v suggesls that w1 ol!fect 's class IS cnr. 
truck, or airplane. The methods descrthed here consu/er a 
complementmy prohlem, suppos111g that 11!{01'/J/((fJ0/1 ji·om 
sensors am/ experts is reliahle though 1/lconstsfl:nt, os 1rhen 
t'\'idence sugl!,ests tho! 1111 oh;eL't 's class 1s car. vehicle, and man-
made. Underf)llllg re/arwnships mnong ol!fects are ussumed to 
he unknown to !he mlfOII!Wed .1ystem or the Jmmw1 user. The 
..-JJ?T\I.iJJ> "!fi;rmation jitsioll .1ystem uses disrn/)f(ted code 
representations thai explOit the IU'/11'111 net1rork 's capaci(y _fiJI· 
one-to-mal!}' learning in order to produce se/j~orgam;:;111g expert 
.\:\'stems that d!sCO\'er luerarclucal knowle1~>!,e struc/ures. '/'he 
.\}'ste/11 11!/('rs lllllftt-le\'e/ relatwnships lfii!OIIg grol!jls ~~l output 
classes, u·ithout Ill!)' slljle/'Vtsed !ahelwg i?f'these re!aflonshiJIS. 
Keywords: /\I~TM/\1\ Adaptive Resonance Tlwory (1\RT). 
inf'ormation fusion, image fusion, data mining, n.>motl~ sensing, 
distributed coding, association rules, multi-sensor fusion. 
Introduction: Deriving consistent 
lmowlcdgc from inconsistent information 
!mag,c fusion has been defined as ''the acquisition, 
processing and synergistic combination of information 
provided by various sensors or by the same sensor in 
many measuring contexts." fl. p. 1'] When multiple 
sources provide inconsistent claw, fusion methods arc 
called upon to select the accurate information 
components. As quoted by the International Society of 
Information Fusion 
(http :1 /www. in forfusion.org/tcnn inology .hun): 
"Evaluating the reliability of dillCrcnt information sources 
is crucial when the received data reveal some 
inconsistencies and we have to choose among various 
options." For example, independent sources might label 
an identified vehicle car or truck or mrp/ane. A fusion 
melhocl could address this problem by weighing the 
confidence and reliability of each source, merging 
complementary information, or gathering more data. In 
any case. at most one of these answers is correct. 
The methods described here address a complementary 
and previously unexamined aspect of the information 
fusion problem, seeking to derive consistent knowledge 
from sources that arc inconsistent but accurate. This is a 
problem that the human brain solves very well. !\ young 
child who hears the f~11nily pet variously called .\]Jof, 
JJIIJJP.)', do~. dulnwrwn. 1/Ufllttlwl, and {fllliiWI is not on!~ 
not alarmed by these htbels but readily uses them to infer 
functional relationships. J\n analogous problem l\Jr 
information fusion methods seeks to classify the terrain 
and objects in an unl1tmiliar krritory based on intelligence 
supplied by several reliable e:-.:perts. Each expert labels a 
portion of the region based on sensor data and 
observations collected at specific times and based on 
individual goals and interests. /\cross experts, a given 
pixel might be correclly but inconsistently labeled car. 
vehide._ and 1/1{/17-made. !\human mapping analyst would. 
in this case. be able to apply a Jif(;time of experience to 
resolve the paradox by placing objects in a knowledge 
hierarchy. and a rule-based e:-.:pcrt system could be 
constructed to cod if): this knowledge. 
The current study shows how an ARTMJ\P neural 
network can act as a self-organizing e:-.:pcrt system to 
derive hierarchical knowledge structures from inconsistent 
training data. This ability is implicit in the network's 
learning strategy, which creates one-to-many. as well as 
manyAo-one, maps of the input space. During training. the 
system can learn that disparate pixels map to the output 
class car; but, if similar or identical pixels arc later 
labeled vehicle or num-mode, the system can associate 
multiple output classes with a given input. During testing, 
distributed code activations predict multiple output class 
labels. A rule-production algorithm uses these distributed 
outputs to derive a knowledge hierarchy h:H the output 
classes. '!'he resulting diagram of the relationships among 
classes can then guide the construction of consistent 
layered maps. 
Sec. 2 outlines how distributed coding in the default 
ARTMA P netwo rk supports many-to-one and one-to-
many learning. Sec. 3 describes a remote sensing testbed 
example, with sensor data from the Boston area. Sec. 4 
specifi es the algori thm that derives hierarchical 
know ledge structu res from the trained network 's 
di st ributed output class predi cti ons, and Sec. 5 
demonstrates system performance on mult iband sensor 
data derived from the Boston area. Sec. 6 points to the 
appli cation of ARTMA P fus ion methods in other 
application domains. 
2 Multi-class predictions by ARTMAI> 
networks 
Adaptive Resonance Theo ry (A RT) neural networks 
model real-tim e prediction, search, learni ng, and 
recognit ion. ART networks function both as models of 
human cognitive information processing (e.g., [2- 7]) and 
as neural systems for technology transfer (e.g., [8- 10]). 
Si tes of early and ongoing transfer of ART-based 
technologies include industrial venues such as the Boeing 
Corporation [ II] . A recent rep01t on industrial uses of 
neural networks [ 12] states: " [The] Boeing ... Neural 
ln fotmation Retrieval System is probably sti ll the largest-
scale manufacturing application of neural networks. It 
uses [ART] to cluster binary templates of aeroplane patts 
in a complex hierarchical network that covers over 
I 00,000 items, grouped into thousands of self-organised 
clusters. Claimed savings in manufacturing costs are in 
millions of dollars per annum." 
Design principles derived from scientific analyses and 
design constraints imposed by targeted applications have 
jointly guided the development of many variants of the 
basic networks, including fu zzy ARTMAP [ 13], 
s impl ifi ed fuzzy ARTMAP [14], ART-EMAP [1 5], 
ARTMA P-I C [16], Gaussian ARTMAP [ 17], and 
distributed ARTMAP [18] . Across many variations of 
these models, a neural computation central to both the 
scicnti fi e and the technological analyses is the AI?'!' 
maf(: /ung rule [ 19], whi ch represents the interaction 
between top-down learned expectation and bottom-up 
sensory input. This interaction creates a focus of attention 
which, in tum, detennines the nature of stored memories. 
While the earliest unsupervised ART [ 19] and 
superv ised ARTMAP networks [20] feature winner-take-
all code representations, many of the networks developed 
over the past ten years incorporate di stributed code 
representations. Comparative analyses of these systems 
have led to the specification of a defa ult AI?TMAP 
network, which features simplicity of design and robust 
performance in many appl ication domains [2 1]. Selection 
of one particular a priori algorithm is intended to facilitate 
technology transfer. This network, which here serves as 
the recognition engine of the information fusion system, 
uses winner-take-all coding during train ing and distributed 
coding during testing. Distributed test outputs have helped 
improve various methods for categorical decision-making. 
One such method. in a map production application, 
compares a baseline mapping procedure, which selects the 
class with the largest total output, with a procedure that 
enforces a prion output class probabilities and one that 
selects class-specific output thresho lds, via validation 
[22]. Distributed coding supports each method, but the 
ultimate prediction is sti ll one output class per test input. 
This paper also specifics a canonical t raining I testing 
method, which pattiti ons the area in question into four 
vett ical or horizontal strips. A g iven simulation takes 
training pixels from two of these strips; uses the validation 
strip to choose parameters, if necessary; and tests on the 
foutt h strip. Methods arc thus compared with training and 
test sets that are not only disjoint but drawn from 
geographically distinct locations. This separation tests for 
general ization to new regions, where class distributions 
could typicall y be far from those of the training and 
validation sets. 
r ig. I. Boston image testbed representation of 
preprocessed image: The city of Revere is at the center, 
surrounded by (clockwise from lower right) portions of 
Winthrop, East Boston, Chelsea, Everett, Malden, 
Melrose, Saugus, and Lynn . Logan Ai rport runways 
and Boston Harbor arc at the lo·wer center, with Revere 
Beach and the Atlantic Ocean at the right. The Saugus 
and Pines Rivers meet in the upper right, and the 
Chelsea River is in the lower left of the image. 
Landsat 7 spectral band values were acquired from the 
Eat1h Resources Observation System (EROS) Data 
Center, U.S. Geological Survey, Sioux Falls, SO 
(http://edc.usgs.gov/). Dimensions: 180 x 300 pixels 
(30m/pixel resolution) = 5.4 km x 9 km. 
The infonnation fusion techniques summarized below 
modif\' the baseline mapping procedure by allowing the 
system to predict more than one output class during 
testing. A given pixel either predicts the N classes 
receiving the largest net system outputs or predicts all 
classes whose net output exceeds a designated threshold 
f'. For either multi-class prediction method. the parameter 
Nor r is chosen from the validation strip. 
3 Boston testbed example 
The Boston testbed (Fig. I) was derived from a Landsat 7 
Thematic Mapper (TM) image acquired on the morning of 
January I, 2001. The 5.4km x 9km area includes portions 
of northeast Boston and suburbs. The resolution of the 
Boston image is 30m 2 in six TM bands. 60n/ in two 
thermal bands, and I Sn/ in one Panchromatic band. The 
Boston image region encompasses mixed urban .. suburban. 
industriaL water, and park spaces. Ciround truth pixels 
were labeled: ocean. ite. river, he(lch. park, road. 
re:;f(/ential, hulusfrwl, \Vater, open 5JN1Ce.l)lfl/t-11p. 
naturar mmi-mode. 
Inputs for the Boston example were preprocessed by a 
version of the Lincoln Lab image mining system 1"23-25]. 
called the Ne1tml Fusion Module, which was developed 
by Waxman and colleagues working in the CNS 
Technology Laboratory during 2001-2002 !26. 27.!. For 
each pixel in the Boston image. this Module .. implemented 
on an ERDJ\S Imagine (http://gis.leica-geosystcms.com) 
platform. produced a 41-dimensional input vector 
representing local contrast. color. and texture attributes. 
4 Deriving a knowledge hierarchy from a 
trained network: Predictions, rnles, and 
graphs 
The 1/J(/'/vi!IJ> ji1sion sysfol! provides a canonical 
procedure for labeling an arbitrary number of' output 
classes in a supervised learning problem. A critical aspect 
of the embedded default J\RTMAP network is the 
distributed nature of its internal code representation. 
which produces continuous-valued test set predictions 
distributed across output classes (Sec. 2). Following a 
canonical partitioning procedure. each image was divided 
into four vertical strips. In the Hoston example, training 
pixels were drawn from strips I and 3. validation pi:-;c!s 
from strip 4, and test pixels from strip 2. Note. f{n 
example. the dif'fCrent distributions of the warer class 
across vertical strips in the image (Fig. I). Fach tmining 
set contained a fixed number of pixels for each output 
class: or. f'or rare classes such as rood. the training set 
contained all pixels available in the labc!cd ground truth 
subset of' the training strip. 
Information implicit in the distributed predictions of a 
trained ARTMAP network can be used to generate a 
hierarchy of output class relationships. To accomplish 
this. each lest set pixel first produces a set of' 
output c!ass predictions (Sec. 4.1). Tile resulting !ist of 
test predictions then determines a list of rules x ::::::> y. 
which del!ne relationships between pairs of output classes, 
with each rule carrying a confidence value (Sec. 4.2). The 
rules arc then used to assign classes 10 levels, with rule 
antecedents x at !ower levels and consequents y at higher 
levels (Sec. 4.3). Classes connected by arrows that codif)' 
the list of' rules and confidence values form a graphical 
representation of the knowledge hierarchy. 
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Fig. 2. DcHwlt ARTMAI} notation: An M-D feature 
vector a is complement coded to f(mn the 2M-D 
ARTMJ\P input A. Vector y represents a winner-take-
all code during training. when a single category node 
((--:J) is active~ and a distributed code during testing. 
\Vith Htst !earning, bottom-up weights w~1 equal top-
down weights wji, both represented by weight vector 
w1. Each coding nodc.J is connected to a single output 
class node k. Hw which W1k I.;\ distributed code y 
thereby produces predictions crk distributed across 
output classes. In all simulations reported here. the 
baseline vigilance matching parameter is set to its 
defltult value, p ~ 0 121] 
4.1 Predictions 
In response to a test input, distributed acti vations in the 
default ART MAP coding field send a net signal (Jk to 
each output class k (Fig. 2). Competiti ve normalization of 
the code y implies that the total system signal to all output 
classes is also normalized: 
L(Jk =II I Y; I= Iyj = l 
k k j: IV1, = I j 
A baseline method predicts the single output class k=K 
receiving the largest signal (Jk· A ltemativcly, a single test 
input can predict multiple output classes, according to two 
methods tested here. A threshold method predicts all 
output classes k for which (Jk exceeds a signal threshold 
r . A TopN method forces each pixel to choose the N 
classes with the largest signals (J k . 
The optimal value of the prediction parameter r or N 
i s estimated from a subset of pixe ls drawn from the 
images's va lidation strip. Recall that the ground truth set 
may assign any number of output class labels to a given 
pixe l, but that the system has no knowledge of mult i-class 
relationships during i ts incremental learning phase. 
During test ing, each input pixel tends to make more 
predictions as the threshold r for the distributed output 
pattern decreases (or as the number of TopN predictions 
increases). Typically, a high th reshold r y ields few 
predictions per pixel, but these few predictions are likely 
to be " correct," or hits , i .e. , they are among those 
specified by the ground truth set. 1\ high predi ction 
threshold thus implies low recall, defined as the average 
across pixels of the number of hits divided by the total 
number of labels specified by the ground truth set; but 
high precision, defined as the average across pixels of the 
number of hits divided by the number of labels predicted 
by the network. Conversely, a low threshold r tends to 
discover most of the output classes in the ground tmth set, 
producing a high recall rate; but at a cost of predicting 
2 3 4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0. 1 0.0 
N r 
Fig. 3. On validation subsets of the Boston testbed, 
increasing the number N of predicted output classes per 
pixel, or decreasing the output threshold r , produces 
higher rates of recall (• ) but lower precision (e). The 
/•j measure (+ ) trades-off the competing goals of high 
precision and high recall, to produce estimates of the 
optimal prediction parameter values. Vertical l ines 
indicate values of N and r for simulat ions in Sec. 5. 
many addi ti onal , incorrect classes, producing low 
precision . 
Values of r and N are chosen so as to generate as many 
of the ground truth labels as possible (high recall ) without 
sacri ficing accuracy (high precision). A common method 
for balancing these two goals maximizes the f<j measure 
[28, 29], which is defined as: 
I
. 2 preCISIOn x recall ' I = 
precis tOn+ recall 
Note that /~ is symmetric w ith respect to recall and 
precision, and lies between these two quantit ies; and that 
at the cross-over pomt where precision equals recall, /<j 
equals their common value. 
Fig. 3 illustrates how recall, precision, and /•) va lues 
vary on validation subsets of pixels drawn f rom the 
Boston image with increasing N, for the TopN prediction 
method, and with decreasing output class th resholds r . 
Graphs of recall and precision deri ved from a validation 
subset of the Boston testbed point to optimal va lues of 
N=3 and r = 0. I I , each being close to the crossover point 
where recall equals precision and to the peak of the graph 
of f<j. 
4.2 Rules 
Based on the validation set analysis of recall and precision 
(Sec. 4 .1 ), a user detenn ines a prediction parameter equal 
to a fixed number N of output classes per pixe l or an 
output signal threshold r . Each test pixe l produces a set 
of output class predictions \ x, y, .. .J from its distributed 
signals (J k> according to the chosen method. The list of 
all multi-class test set predictions is then used to deduce a 
list of output class impl ications of the form x => y , each 
carry ing a confidence value C%. This rule-creation 
method is related to the Apriori algorithm of Agrawal and 
Sri kant [30, 3 I] for generating data mining association 
rules. 
The following steps derive the I ist o f ru les. T he 
algorithm introduces an equivalence parameter e% and a 
minimum confidence parameter c%. Two classes x andy 
are treated as equivalent ~ x = Y ) if both mles x => y and 
y => x hold with con fidencc greater than e. In this case, 
t he cl ass pred icted by fewer pixels is ignored in 
subsequent computations, but equivalent classes are 
displayed as a single node on the final rule summary 
graph. Rules with low confidence (C < c) are ignored, 
w ith one exception: if all mles that include a given class 
have confidence below c, then the list retains the ru le 
derived from the pair predicted by the largest number of 
pixels. Although this "no extinct ion" clause may produce 
low-confidence rules, these tend to correspond to cases 
that arc rare but impo1tant. The user can easily take these 
except ions under advisement, since the graph di splays 
each confidence value. 
Reasonable defaul t values set the equivalence parameter 
e between 90-95%, and the minimum confidence 
parameter c between 50-70%. In all simulations shown 
here e=9 1% and c=50%. Alternatively, e and c may 
chosen by validation. 
Nu!e Step I List the number of test set pixels 
predicting each output class x. Order this list from the 
classes with the fewest predictions to the classes with the 
most. 
Rule Step 2 List the number of test set pixels 
lf(x & y) simultaneously predicting each pair of distinct 
output classes. Omit pairs \\'ith no such pixels. Order the 
list so that 1/(x) :S tl(v): classes x observe the order 
established in Ruk: Step I, and for each such class x, 
classes y observe the same order. 
J?ule ,\'tep 3 Identify equivalent classes, where x = y 
if l#(x & y) I tl(v)]>:e%. Remove from the list all class 
pairs that include x. 
(a) r= o. i i 
Level3 
Level2 
Level I 
(b) N = 3 
Level 3 
Level2 
Level I 
J?u/e Stq; -1 Each pair remaining on the list produces 
a rule X=> y with confidence('% rn(.:r&_r) I ll(x)]. If 
Rule Step 3 determined that x~ y, record the conlldcncc 
C;:?; e of each rule in the pair { x=> y. y=> x}. 
Rule Step 5 Remove from the list all rules with 
confidence('< c. Frception (no extillctwn): If a\! rules 
that include a given class have confidence below the 
minimum confidence c. then retain the rule or rules 
x => y with maximal#(.\· &y) pixels. 
Rule ,)'tep 6 The following optional information may 
be useful f()l" purposes of analysis. 
(a) List rules removed in Rule Step 5 that have 
confidence in a marginal range, say 10% S ('<c. 
(b) List class pairs x & y (!'rom Rule Step 2) with 
equivalence values in a marginal range. For example. 
list the rule pairs { xc2~> y. y=> xj for class pairs 
x &)' f(Jr which c < [ll(x &y) I II()')]< c 
•. 
··· ... 
~, 
man-made i 
rot~ 
t ~ 98% 
98% 98% 8S'~o \ 
r indust-d~i-1 
'--·-· ·-··-·--) 
Fig. '-1. Boston testbed knowledge hierarchies derived by the ARTMAP f'usion system f()r prediction parameters 
corresponding to peak h validation set values: (a) The threshold ro=O.Il produces al! the correct rules except hcoch 
:~:;:. naruro! (C'·-19%): plus eight other marginal rules and five marginal equivalence relations, all incorrect. (b) Setting 
N"-3 produces all the correct rules: plus five marginal rules and three marginal equivalence relations. all incorrect. 
4.3 Graphs 
A directed graph summarizes the list of rules derived in 
Sec. 4.2. These rules suggest a natural hierarchy among 
output classes. with antecedents sitting below 
consequents. For each rule x.::::::} y .. class x is located at a 
lower level of the hierarchy than classy, according to the 
iterative algorithm below. Once each class is situated on 
its leveL a listed rule x ::·::> y produces an arrow from x to 
y. Each ruh::'s confidence is indicated by the arrow, with 
lower-confidence rules (say ( '<95%) portrayed by dashed 
arrows. For arrows with no displayed confidence values. 
('100%. 
The following sk:ps assign each output class to a level. 
J'op /,eve/ Items that appear only as consequents J'. 
(a) 1= 0.15 
Level3 
Level2 
Level1 
(b) N=2 
Level3 
4- .. A 
Level 2 
"75% 78°/o 92(}'~ 
Level1 
/,eve! I Classes that do not appear as consequents in 
any rule. 
Remove from the list all rules x :.::c::> y where 
xis in Level I. 
Next revel Classes that do not appear as consequents in 
any remaining rule. 
Remove fi·om the list all rules x => y where 
xis in this !eve!. 
Iterate Repeat until all rules have been removed 
from the list. 
Note that Level I includes classes that do not appear !n 
any rule as wei! as those that appear only as antecedents. 
\ 
99% 90% 
.. \ 
[ park J [·r·~;;·i·d~~-;t·i~-~J. 
~------------"'''-'·------· 
Fig. 5. Boston graphs hlr prediction parameter values with high precision but low recall: (a) The too-high threshold 
r'"'0.15 produces the incorrect equivalence relation 1vater :;;::. natural. J\ slightly higher value of the equivalence 
parameter e would have restored the rule water '""-> natum/. and produced a graph that more closely reflects the true 
hierarchy. Note that the no-extinction clause in Rule Step :'i preserves the correct (but low confidence) rules 
1ce :·.::.->water and 1ce ::::::>natural. (b) The too-small output class number N 2 misses a number of rules, but still 
discovers at least part of the true three-level hierarchy. 
5 Graphical rC111·cscntations of knowledge 
hierarchies 
Graphs in Fig. 4 depict the rules derived for the Boston 
example with prediction parameters set to the optimal 
levels chosen by validation. Graphs in Fig. 5 show how 
performance deteriorates when parameters arc set above 
or below their optimal values. 
5.1 Optimal prediction p~tnnnetcrs for the Boston 
testbed 
Setting r 0.1 I maximizes the ~<'t measure Cor the 
Boston image (Fig. 3). Fig. 4a shows that this threshold 
value places each class in its correct level, and discovers 
all the correct rules except fOr heach ==;. no lura/. 
For the TopN method. setting N::::: 3 (Fig. 4b) produces 
all the corn~ct rules in a complete graph. Note that in the 
Boston ground truth scL road pixels arc also labeled nwn-
mtule. while all other ground truth pixels have three dass 
labels. 
5.2 Sub-optimal pn.~dit~tion paramdN·s for tht• 
Boston testbed 
Fig. Sa shows that with the high threshold f'-'-'0.15, the 
A RTMAP fusion system misses the rule 
open spoce '"'->natural in the BoslOn example. !l thercltwe 
equates natural with \Fater. Note that the (correct) rule 
pair { 1ce ~.,_~> noturo/. ice=--.::-> wut(>rj is included in the 
graph despite its low confidence ( C 46S;_, ). This is due to 
the no-extinction clause in Rule Step 5 (Sec. 4.2). which 
ensures that the rule with maximal confidence involving 
each class survives pruning. Despite the high output 
threshold. the system is able to inf'cr the transitive 
relationships residential c·c> huilt-1rp ,--_-_;.man-made and 
industrwl ::-c) hm!t-up :c·:> man-mm/e. 
Compared to the threshold method with r--,0.15. 
setting N ;:;: 2 produces even fewer rules. and a somewhat 
different graph (Fig. Sb). All specified rules arc again 
correct. The N " .. 2 system also correctly derives the 
transitive relationship residentwl ,-_--> lnult-up ::::>man-
made. 
(, Conclusion: ARTMAI' information 
fusion 
The ARTMA!) JK'untl network produces one-to-many 
mappings from input vectors to output classes. as wei! as 
numy~to-one mappings. as the normal product of its 
supervised learning Jaws. During training. a given input 
may be associated with more than one output class. Some 
of these associations could be erroneous: when different 
observers label an image dog, coyote. or wo(!: at most one 
of these classes is correct. Inconsistent data may. 
however. be completely correct_ as when observers 
variously label the image wo(j; mummul, and cm-r11vore. 
By resolving such paradoxes during everyday knowledge 
acquisition, humans naturally infCr complex_ hierarchical 
relationships among classes without explicit supervision. 
One-to-many learning allows the 1\RTM/\P information 
fusion system to associate any number of output classes 
with each input Although inter-class relationships arc not 
specified with the training inputs. the system readily 
derives knowledge of the rules. confidence estimates. and 
multi-class hierarchical relationships from patterns or 
distributed test pnxlictions. 
The testbed example from the Boston image 
demonstrates how AKI'MAP infonnation fusion resolves 
apparent contradictions in input pixel labels by assigning 
output classes to levels in a knowledge hierarchy. This 
methodology is not limited to the image domain illustrated 
here. and could be applied. for example. to infer patterns 
of drug resistance from medical data or to 1mprove 
marketing suggestions to individual consumers. 
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